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Three-dimensional nature of ion transport in thin-layer electrodeposition
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A generalized three-dimensional model for ion transport in electrodeposition is introduced. Ion transport is
mainly governed by diffusion, migration, and convection. When convection prevails, in particular, in the
limiting case of gravity-driven convection, the model predicts concentration shells and convection rolls and
their interaction mode with a deposit tip: shell and roll bend and surround the tip forming a three-dimensional
envelope tube squeezed at the deposit tip. In the limiting case of electrically driven convection, a vortex ring
and an electric spherical drop crowning the deposit tip are predicted. When gravity and electric convection are
both relevant, the interaction of ramified deposits, vortex tubes and rings, and electric spherical drops, leading
to complex helicoidal flow, is predicted. Many of these predictions are experimentally observed, suggesting
that ion transport underlying dendrite growth is remarkably well captured by our model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a thin-layer electrochemical deposition~ECD! experi-
ment, the electrolytic cell consists of two glass plates sa
wiching two parallel electrodes and a metal salt electroly
A voltage difference applied between electrodes produce
treelike deposit by a reduction of the metal ions. The m
phology of the deposit can be fractal, densely branched
dendritic depending on the cell geometry, electrolyte conc
tration, cell voltage, and other parameters. The ECD p
nomenon is a paradigmatic model for studying growth p
tern formation @1–21#. Issues of ECD are particularl
pertinent in the cases of bipolar electrodeposition@22,23# in
the field of macrowiring, in which an applied electric fie
can be exploited to create directional growth of copper
posits between copper particles that are not connected t
external circuit, and in microwiring, in the assembly of
new class of microwires by dielectrophoresis from susp
sion of metallic nanoparticles@24#. In both techniques a
complex flow near the tips of the growing wire was o
served.

Beyond the dendrite growth complex physicochemi
hydrodynamical ion transport processes take place. Ion tr
port is mainly governed by diffusion, migration, and conve
tion. Convection is mostly driven by Coulombic forces d
to local electric charges and by buoyancy forces due to c
centration gradients that lead to density gradients. The
evance of convection, relative to migration and diffusion,
cells with thickness larger than 50mm has been demon
strated by a number of researchers@3–13#. In cells with
thickness less than 50mm, diffusion and migration are the
dominant modes in ion transport@14#.

Figures 1 and 2 show two snapshots of a narrow sec
of the cell with schlieren images of dendrites~darker pixels
in Fig. 2! growing from the cathode~left! towards the anode
These experimental figures have been obtained in a sim
way as those presented in Ref.@19#. The growth starts as a
small roughness at the cathode and soon develops into
mature dendrites, already competing among themselves~Fig.
1063-651X/2003/68~2!/021607~8!/$20.00 68 0216
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2!. The struggle for survival is hard and few make conta
with the anode, upon which they become a dead forest. D
ing growth dendrites encounter incoming anodic fron
~bright pixels!, whose nature is later explained, which su
denly change their growth speed and form.

When convection prevails in ion transport, the study
the relative weight of electroconvectionvis-à-vis gravitocon-
vection is relevant because it determines the flow regime
thus ion transport and growth morphology. Several wa
have been devised to analyze experimentally the abo
mentioned problem through variations in cell thickness@12#,
carrying experiments with the cell in vertical position@12# or
under microgravity conditions@25#, and through electrolyte
viscosity variations@21#. This problem is addressed he
theoretically, through dimensional analysis, and with co
puter simulations.

FIG. 1. Schlieren images of a narrow section of an electroly
cell showing the first instants~20 s! after the circuit is closed: cath
ode and anode~dark pixels! and rolls~bright pixels!, under a gravi-
toconvection prevailing regime. The copper sulfate solution conc
tration is C51.0 mol/l, the cell dimensions are 1232030.1 mm3

and the applied voltage is 10 V.
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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Figure 3 shows a typical cell~in an horizontal position!
used in ECD experiments. Here, the horizontal plane orx-y
plane contains the electrodes and the growing dendrites~the
cathode-anode distance, width, and depth of the cell are m
sured along they, x, and z coordinates, respectively!. For
ease of interpretation, we refer astop view, to a cross section
of the three-dimensional~3D! cell at constantz, asside view,
to a cross section at a constantx, and asfront viewandrear
view, to cross sections at a constanty ~facing the cathode and
anode, respectively!. These conventions are illustrated in th
figure.

Physically, in an ECD experiment, when the circuit
closed, current starts flowing through the cell and ion c
centration boundary layers develop near each electrode
the anode the concentration is increased above its initial l
due to the transport of anions towards, and the dissolutio
metal ions from the anode. At the cathode, the ion conc
tration is decreased as metal ions are reduced and depo
out and anions drift away. These concentration variati
lead to density variations, and therefore to the developm
of gravity-driven convection rolls at the electrodes@12#. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing schlieren images of the
thodic and anodic concentration rolls~bright pixels! near the
cathode and anode~dark pixels!, respectively, and in Fig. 4
~reproduced from Ref.@12#! showing a side view of the cell
with a roll formed near the cathode. During this initial p
riod, cation depletion at the cathode is supposed unifo
Simultaneously, in a very narrow region near the cathod
local charge develops, giving rise to Coulombic forces i
tially pointing towards the cathode.

After a few seconds, an instability develops, triggering
growth of a deposit at the cathode. The deposit develops
3D array of thin porous metallic filaments. Coulombic forc
concentrate at the tips according to a model develope
Ref. @9# ~cf. also references therein!; each porous filamen
allows fluid to penetrate its tip and to be ejected from
sides, forming a vortex pair in the plane of the growth driv
by the electric force. Figure 5 reproduced from@12# shows a
top view of the cell with a pair of counter-rotating vortice
as described in Ref.@9#.

FIG. 2. Schlieren images of a partially developed dend
growth ~300 s!.
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The above-mentioned phenomenological description
based on two-dimensional horizontal and vertical measu
ments@9,12,19,20#. Although three-dimensional experimen
tal measurements are lacking, pioneering observations
vortex rings were reported in Refs.@9–11#, where it was
shown that they can form capillary tubes. These observat
allowed the heuristic formulation of a 3D model for electr
convection dominated flows in which vortex rings exist
the vicinity of growing deposits and concentration fron

FIG. 3. Experimental setup and cell view convention.

FIG. 4. Side view of the cathodic roll visualized with trac
particles for conditions in which gravity convection is dominant.
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having the shape of domes were conjectured.
The interaction among vortex pairs due to electric forc

the cathodic concentration front due to chemical reactio
and the cathodic roll due to gravity forces in the presence
ramified deposits, their collision with the anodic roll an
concentration front, and the subsequent effect on the dep
morphology is a complex 3D problem. A glimpse of this
provided in Fig. 2 showing a top view of the superposition
electrically driven vortex rings with gravity-driven vorte
rolls at dendrite tips. Moreover, the interaction of all tran
port modes and deposit front yields an entangled 3D heli
dal fluid motion. In fact, to address this problem a gene
ized 3D phenomenological model is needed. Models to d
based on 2D measurements and simulations are by nece
incomplete. Here we present such a generalized model
the help of first principles written as a 3D dimensionle
mathematical model and its numerical simulation. As sho
below the model introduced reveals the existence of man
the most relevant features of ECD.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Ion transport in thin-layer ECD can be described with
mathematical model based on first principles@26–29#, in-
cluding the Nernst-Planck equations for ion transport,
Poisson equation for the electric potential, and the Nav
Stokes equations for the fluid flow~2D models were intro-
duced in Refs.@17,18#!. The 3D dimensionless system o
equations can be written as

]Ci

]t
52“• j i , ~1!

j i52MiCi“f2
1

Pei
“Ci1Civ, ~2!

¹2f5Po(
i

ziCi , ~3!

FIG. 5. Top view of the vortex ring visualized with tracer pa
ticles for conditions in which electroconvection is dominant.
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“

2z1(
i

FGei
zi~“f3“Ci !2Ggi

~“Ci !•
g

gG , ~4!

z52¹2C, ~5!

v5“3C. ~6!

Here Ci and j i are the dimensionless concentration a
flux of an ionic speciesi ~for a ternary electrolyte such a
ZnSO4 /H2SO4, i 5C, A, andH, standing for zinc, sulfate
and hydrogen ions, respectively!; v, f, z, and C are the
dimensionless fluid velocity, electrostatic potential, vortic
vector, and velocity potential vector, respectively;g/g is a
unit vector pointing in the direction of gravity. The quantitie
Mi5m iF0 /x0u0 , Pei5x0u0 /Di , Po5x0

2C0e/eF0 , Re
5x0u0 /n, Gei

5eCiF0 /r0u0
2, and Ggi

5x0Ciga i /u0
2 stand

for the dimensionless migration, Peclet, electric Poiss
Reynolds, electric Grashof, and gravity Grashof numbe
respectively. The quantitieszi , m i , andDi are, respectively,
the number of charges per ion, mobility, and diffusion co
stants of an ionic speciesi; m i andzi are signed quantities
being positive for cations and negative for anions;g is the
dimensional gravitational acceleration;e is the electronic
charge,e is the permittivity of the medium, andn is the
kinematic viscosity.x0 , u0 , f0 , C0, and r0 are reference
values of length, velocity, electrostatic potential, concent
tion, and fluid density, respectively. For system closure
Boussinesq-like approximation has been used for the fl
density:r5ro(11S ia iDCi), wherea i5(1/ro)]r/]Ci .

Systems~1!–~6!, with appropriate initial and boundar
conditions, are valid in a space-time domain defined byG
5@V(t)3(0,t)#, where V is a three-dimensional regio
with boundaryG(t); this boundary moves with speed pro
portional to the norm of the fluxj i . The boundary conditions
for the velocity potential vector are discussed, for instan
in Ref. @30#: in a plane impermeable surface, the vector
normal to the surface and its gradient is 0; at nonslip s
faces, the tangential derivative of the velocity compone
are 0.

Whether a gravitoconvective or an electroconvective
gime prevails, both share the Migration, Peclet, Elect
Poisson, Froude, and Reynolds numbers, and differ in
Grashof numbers acting on the Navier-Stokes equations
the limiting case of a pure electroconvection-driven flo
such as an ECD experiment in a microgravity environme
the electric Grashof number governs the flow; when grav
convection prevails, the gravity Grashof number, governs
flow. Increasing the electric or gravity Grashof numbers,
creases electro- or gravitoconvection, respectively.

The computational model solves the previous 3D syst
of equations, for each time step, in a fixed or variable d
main, in a 3D uniform lattice, using finite difference an
deterministic relaxation techniques. Its solution is obtain
via the system of difference equations:
7-3
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Wk
n115(

j
ajW j

n , ~7!

wherej represents the nearest-neighbor site of the sitek; the
summation ranges over all nearest-neighbor sites;Wk is a
vector-valued function whose components are the concen
tions Ci , the electrostatic potentialf, the vorticity vectorz
and velocity potential vectorC; andaj is a diagonal matrix
whose elements contain the nonlinear coefficients of the
cretized equations. The resulting solutionWk

n11 is then used
to advance the interface with a dielectrical breakdown mo
~DBM! @31#. The interface is moved at random, proportio
ate to the flux of cations, i.e.,

pk5
u j cku

(
i

u j ciu
, ~8!

wherek is a nearest-neighbor site to the interface,pk is the
probability of selecting the nearest-neighbor sitek to ad-
vance the interface, the summation is over all near
neighbor sitesi to the interface, andj ck is the flux of cations
flowing from the neighbor sitek into the aggregation.

In our simulations the following set of dimensionle
numbers remain constant:Ma51, Mc50.66, Pea512, Pec
516, Po553102, and Re51231023. Figures are con-
structed with the excellent graphics software packa
OPENDX @32#.

III. THE LIMITING CASES OF PURE GRAVITY AND
PURE ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN CONVECTION

Here we analyze ECD simulations when gravity or ele
troconvection are absent. Although these cases do not c
spond to real problems, they serve to study the separ
effects of electric and gravity forces. The first instant o
simulated ECD experiment in which the cathode is sha
with a thin spike, in the limiting case of a gravitoconvecti
regime (Ge51024 andGg5104) is presented in Fig. 6. The
cathode with a spike~instead of a flat surface! is chosen in
order to compare with simulations of electroconvecti
dominated flows shown below. Figure 6 shows a top-r
view of the cell with the cathode having a spike. The c
thodic and anodic rolls are represented by the isosurfac
the modulus of the velocity potential vector~thresholded to
eliminate very low velocities!. As previously discussed, den
sity current generates gravity-driven rolls consisting in ho
zontal cylinders squeezed at their extremes due to lat
wall effects ~this is evident in the next figure!. While the
anodic roll remains undisturbed, the cathodic roll is wrapp
around the electrode spike. Figure 7 presents the cath
cell zone ~enlarged! showing a top view of an horizonta
cross section~at spike level! of the vector velocity field and
an anion concentration isosurface~gray area!. The figure
clearly shows the roll velocity distribution~null at the walls!.

Figure 8 displays a geometric form with the approxima
shape of a spherical drop~gray area turned slightly transpa
ent! representing an isosurface of the modulus of the elec
field, and a top view of an horizontal cross section~at spike
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level! of the electric field lines. The approximate spheric
shape of the drop is due to the value of the modulus of
electric field~thresholded!: constant in a large portion of th
cell and only increasing its value near the finger tips. T
electric field lines converging to the filament tip are clea
seen in the figure. The drop approximately indicates
space zone inside which there is absence of electroneutr
In fact, the exact computational zone where electroneutra
is absent can be obtained by the surface of the function
fined by the difference between the cation and anion conc
tration (( iziCi). This surface is approximately represent
by the drop; we have termed it the electric spherical drop

The first instants of a simulated ECD experiment with
grown deposit, in a microgravity environment (Ge5104 and
Gg51024), is shown in Fig. 9. The figure reveals a drama
view of the vortex ring crowning the finger tip, represent

FIG. 6. Top-rear view of rolls represented as an isosurf
of the modulus of the velocity potential vector, in the limitin
case of a gravitoconvective regime:Ge51024 and Gg5104

~mesh size 120360340).

FIG. 7. Cathodic cell zone~enlarged! showing a top view of an
horizontal cross section~at spike level! of the vector velocity field
and an anion concentration isosurface~gray area!, in the limiting
case of a gravitoconvective regime:Ge51024 andGg5104.
7-4
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as the isosurface of the modulus of the velocity poten
vector.

Figure 10 depicts the cathodic cell zone~enlarged! show-
ing a side view of a vertical cross section~at spike level! of
the vector velocity field and an anion concentration isos
face ~gray area!. Concentration isosurfaces surrounds de
drite tips as semispherical shells. This picture shows
characteristic pattern of 2D dipoles crowned by a concen
tion arc that separates depleted and concentrated sol
zones found in the experiments~see, for instance, Fig. 4 from
Ref. @7#!.

IV. THE MIXED CASE: GRAVITY AND ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN CONVECTION

In the following we analyze ECD simulations in a mixe
regime, that is, when gravity and electrically driven conve

FIG. 8. An isosurface of the modulus of the electric field~gray
area! having the approximate shape of a spherical drop~electric
spherical drop!, and a top view of an horizontal cross section~at
spike level! of the electric field lines, in the limiting case of
gravitoconvective regime (Ge51024 andGg5104).

FIG. 9. Top-rear view of a vortex ring represented as the is
urface of the modulus of the velocity potential vector, in the lim
ing case of an electroconvective regime (Ge5104 and Gg

51024).
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tions are both relevant in ion transport. Their behavior, ty
cal of real problems, can be more easily explained in ter
of the ideal cases previously examined. In the first simu
tion, gravity-driven convection is dominant over electroco
vection, and in the second, the opposite occurs. The aim
compare with experiments presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

Figures 11 and 12 present the simulation of an ECD
periment under gravitoconvective prevailing conditions (Ge
50.53104 andGg5104). These figures show the rolls an
the isosurface of the anion concentration, and superimpo
a vertical cross section of the vector velocity field, resp
tively. Figure 12 shows again one of the concentration is
urfaces of the spherical shell surrounding the dendrite tip
separating depleted and concentrated solution zones. Th
locity distribution in the vertical plane resembles the expe
mental results of Fig. 4 depicting the gravitoconvective ro

Figures 13 and 14 present the simulation of an ECD

-

FIG. 10. Cathodic cell zone~enlarged! showing a top view of an
horizontal cross section~at spike level! of the vector velocity field
and an anion concentration isosurface~gray area!, in the limiting
case of an electroconvective regime (Ge5104 andGg51024).

FIG. 11. Top-rear view of rolls under a gravitoconvective pr
dominant regime (Ge50.53104 andGg5104).
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periment under electroconvective prevailing conditions (Ge
553104 andGg5104). Figure 13 reveals the cathodic ro
superimposed to the vortex ring, interacting between the
selves and wrapping the dendrite tip. Compare Fig. 13 w
Fig. 9 to see the effect of gravitoconvection over the vor
ring: a suppression of the lower zone of the vortex ring a
an enhancement of the lateral zones~next figure shows the
vector composition in more detail!. In Fig. 14, roll and vor-
tex rings coincide in space with the concentration shell, g
erating a surface with a dome shape. The concentration s
and the cathodic roll and the vortex ring separate the
pleted and concentrated solution zones. The velocity dis
bution in the horizontal plane resembles the experime
results of Fig. 5 depicting the 2D counter rotating vortice

V. VORTEX COALESCENCE, COLLISION AND
MERGING

The aim of this section is to present vortex interacti
among themselves in the presence of several dendrites,

FIG. 12. Cathodic cell zone~enlarged! showing a top view of an
horizontal cross section~at spike level! of the vector velocity field
and an anion concentration isosurface~gray area with a degree o
transparency!, in the limiting case of a gravitoconvective regim
(Ge50.53104 andGg5104).

FIG. 13. Anodic roll ~undisturbed! and cathodic roll merged
with the vortex ring under electroconvective prevailing conditio
(Ge553104 andGg5104).
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analogy with the physical experiment of Fig. 2. Figur
15–18 present simulated ECD experiments, under grav
convective prevailing conditions forGe5104 and Gg52
3104, when five fingers are grown at a different spee
These figures show the precise moment in which the
thodic and anodic rolls collide and merging starts. There
coalescence among individual rolls of adjacent filament ti
resulting in a more uniform cathodic front. This front is d
fined by dendrites and their vortex rings pushing the fro
forward. These simulations have some resemblance with
lower five fingers of Fig. 2.

Figure 17 shows trajectories of particles released near
dendrite tips. They reveal the entangled nature of flow: n
the dendrite tips the fluid is entrained by vortex rings who
basin of attraction is the dendrite tip. However, some p
ticles manage to escape and are entrained by the vortex
finally orbiting with an helicoidal motion. Figure 18 revea
the coalescence of the individual electric spherical dro
This phenomenon has a definite influence on dendrite gro
pattern formation as discussed later.

FIG. 14. Enlarged plot of the cathodic cell zone showing a
view of an horizontal cross section~at spike level! of the vector
velocity field and an anion concentration isosurface~gray area!,
under electroconvective prevailing conditions forGe553104 and
Gg5104.

FIG. 15. Five fingers~light gray! and vortices~darker zone!
merging under gravitoconvective prevailing conditions:Ge5104

andGg523104 ~mesh size 1003120340).
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VI. DISCUSSION

When dendrites grow through an electrochemical th
layer cell, they encounter complex 3D ion transport pheno
ena. Here we introduced a generalized 3D macrosco
model that allows full ion transport mode interaction in t
presence of dendrites, in particular, when convection p
vails. In this case, electroconvection and gravitoconvec
are governed by the electric and gravity Grashof numb
respectively. In the limiting case of a gravitoconvecti
dominant flow, the model predicts the existence of conc
tration shells and convection rolls near each electrode
panding toward one another, and the interaction mode w
ramified deposits: the shell and roll bend and surround fi
ments forming a sort of three-dimensional envelope tu
squeezed by the filament tip and slaved to the deposit fr
In the limiting case of a microgravity experiment, the mod
predicts the existence of vortex rings and electric spher
drops due to electric forces on space charges accumula

FIG. 16. Enlarged plot of the cathodic zone showing a top vi
of an horizontal cross section~at finger level! of the vector velocity
field and an anion concentration isosurface~gray area!, under gravi-
toconvective prevailing conditions forGe5104 andGg523104.

FIG. 17. Particle trajectories~released near the dendrite tip!
under gravitoconvective prevailing conditions forGe5104 andGg

523104.
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near the growing filament tip. When both numbers are r
evant, ion transport near the growing dendrite tips is
result of the combined action of vortex rings, electric sphe
cal drops, concentration shells and rolls. Simulations rev
that as Grashof numbers vary, all the variables have subs
tial variations except the electric field that can be shown
remain fairly constant.

Although the simulation of limiting cases do not mod
real experiments, they are interesting in their own beca
they reveal the characteristic features of each individ
force action. The simulation of mixed cases unveils the co
plex pattern present in experiments and is better unders
through the analysis of limiting cases. The transition fro
gravitoconvection to electroconvection prevailing conditio
can be analyzed with the ratiol5Gg /Ge @18#. The value of
l for the experiment of Fig. 4 is twice that of the experime
of Fig. 5, consistent with the observation of greater relat
influence of gravitoconvection in the experiment of Fig.
The experimental transition presented in these figures
obtained varying cell thickness and current density. To sim
late such a transition, the value ofl in Fig. 12 was chosen
one order of magnitude larger than that of Fig. 14. Simu
tions reveal that the roll of Fig. 12 resembles the experim
tal roll of Fig. 4, and the vortex ring~horizontal cross sec
tion! of Fig. 14, the experimental one of Fig. 5. Due
numerical stability constrains, the electric Poisson a
Grashof numbers used in the simulated transition are sev
orders of magnitude smaller than typical experimental val
@20#, thus introducing artificial damping. They can b
thought as simulating an experiment with a smaller elem
tary charge. Nevertheless, simulated and experimental re
are remarkably close.

Simulations help in the elucidation of sustained dendr
growth and dendritic selection. Fig. 18, simulating a gravi
convective prevailing regime as that of Fig. 2, shows
foremost dendrites concentrating the electric field lines~thus,

FIG. 18. Electric spherical drops~gray area! representing an
isosurface of the modulus of the electric field and a top view of
horizontal cross section~at spike level! of the electric field lines,
under gravitoconvective prevailing conditions forGe5104 andGg

523104.
7-7
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the migratory cation flux! and, because of the existence
the electric vortex rings~present in this regime!, also most of
the convective cation flux. Thus, the foremost dendrites c
centrate the incoming cation flux in a sort of funneling;
this way dendrite growth is sustained. When, due to rand
flux disturbances, one tip is retarded in its growth relative
its neighbors, quickly gets out of the incoming material fl
and stops growing, as can be observed in Fig. 2. Thi
reflected in the simulations of Figs. 16 and 18.

Further, our model makes it possible to prove numerica
from first principles the existence of 3D structures, and the
fore it leads to a more complete formulation of a 3D ph
nomenological model and its space-time evolution: rolls
vortex tubes squeezed at their ends, concentration fr
ey

ys

R.

le

l,

oc
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form shells accompanying rolls, electric spherical drops
isosurfaces of the modulus of the electric field, rolls a
shells envelope filaments, among other features. Thus,
model not only correctly predicts 2D experimental measu
ments found in the literature but also provides insights i
the physical problem. The experiments and modeling of
complex ECD ion convective transport behavior can be g
erned by just two numbers: the gravity and electric Gras
numbers.
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